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Low-temperature specific heat and glassy dynamics of a polymorphic molecular solid
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The low-frequency dynamics of different solid phases of ethanol~fully ordered crystal, orientational glass,
and true structural glass! is investigated by measurements of low-temperature specific heat as well as deter-
mination of the vibrational densities of states by inelastic neutron scattering. Such polymorphism provides a
unique benchmark to study the relative importance of different kinds of disorder on glass-dynamics properties.
The measurements are carried out both for hydrogenous and fully-deuterated samples. Large isotopic effects
are found for the excess contributions~i.e., non-Debye! to the specific heat of the disordered solids, which have
clear correlates in the low-frequency spectra.@S0163-1829~98!05626-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

From the pioneering work by Zeller and Pohl,1 it has been
established that the low-temperature thermal properties
glasses show a universal behavior,1–3 which significantly dif-
fers from that observed in fully ordered crystals. Since th
the term ‘‘glassy’’ has come to describe in many materi
any behavior associated with the loss of some long-ra
spatial regularity, such as anomalies in the elas
properties,4 an excess of vibrational modes at low freque
cies with respect to the crystal spectrum~known as theboson
peak!, or the characteristic relaxation behavior5 observed
near the glass-transition temperatureTg . In fact, below 1 K,
the specific heatCp of glasses is much larger and the therm
conductivityk far lower than those found in their crystallin
counterparts,Cp depending almost linearly andk almost
quadratically on temperature. Above 1 K,Cp still deviates
strongly from the expected DebyeT3 dependence of the spe
cific heat due to acoustic phonons, exhibiting a remarka
broad maximum in aCp /T3 vs T plot. In the same tempera
ture range, the thermal conductivity exhibits a ubiquito
plateau. Whereas the region of very low temperatures
soon understood3 on the basis of the phenomenological tu
neling model,6 the latter still constitutes a matter of debate7

Moreover, the distinctive behavior of disordered matter
not confined to lower temperatures, as inspection of the
havior ofk(T>50 K! clearly shows.8 On the other hand, it is
above 1 K where a connection between the thermal prop
ties and the atomic dynamics as described by the vibratio
spectrum of the glass can be established, which provid
very valuable key for the microscopic investigation of t
low-energy dynamics of glasses and supercooled liquids9
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~2!/745~11!/$15.00
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The other major research topic concerns the very na
of the glass-transition phenomenon, when the superco
liquid falls from metastable equilibrium into a disordere
solid. Many questions remain unanswered, but a conse
has been reached in the scientific community9 stating that
both the ‘‘solid-state,’’ low-temperatureanomalies, and the
‘‘liquid-state’’ behavior of the glass around the glas
transition temperatureTg , should be considered jointly in
order to achieve a complete understanding of the gla
state.10,11 Although some attempts12,13 have been made to
relate ~at least, phenomenologically! the low-temperature
properties of glasses and theboson peakwith the glass tran-
sition, it is undoubtedly an open question and a current m
ter of vivid discussions.

The lack of translational order in conventional glass
~i.e., amorphous solids! and the corresponding complexity o
their microscopic structure and dynamics, have led to al
native ways of addressing the question, based upon
search for glassy behavior in crystalline solids with so
kind of disorder. Following this idea, much experimental a
theoretical efforts have been devoted, for instance, to al
cyanide mixed crystals14–16 @i.e., ~KBr!12x~KCN!x]. These
are crystals grown with a controlled amount of orientation
disorder, which is governed by competing interactions
tween the spherical halogen sites and the cyanide ions, l
ing to an orientationally disordered state at high cyan
concentrations.17 The latter have been found to exhibit low
temperature specific heat and thermal conductivity behav
akin to those of structurally disordered, amorphous solid15

A class of apparently similar solids is that of glass-formi
plastic crystals18,19 that exhibit orientational disorder of dy
namic origin. An orientational glass~OG! state can be
745 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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746 PRB 58C. TALÓN et al.
reached by supercooling a high-symmetry crystalline ph
where molecules are rotating~plastic crystal or rotator
phase!. These materials exhibit polymorphism, since
lower-symmetry ~typically monoclinic! crystalline phase
must be bypassed in order to reach that disordered stat
contrast to orientationally-disordered mixed crystals, orien
tional glassesdo showa glass-transition like true structura
glasses, and they are stoichiometrically homogeneous m
rials.

Unfortunately, most substances that can be prepare
orientational glasses cannot be produced easily in an am
phous phase,18,19 which hinders any quantitative compariso
between the anomalies of both types of disordered pha
Nevertheless, at least one material exists that can be prep
readily in all the relevant phases. As first shown by Ha
and co-workers,20 ethanol~CH3CH2OH! exhibits a rich poly-
morphism, since it can be obtained either as a stable cry
as an ordinary glass, or as a disordered crystal with gla
properties, depending upon temperatures and cooling r
below its melting point at Tm5159 K. More recent
studies21,22have clarified the nature of this polymorphism.
fact, there exist four different solid-state phases at amb
pressure~see Fig. 1!: the stable~monoclinic! crystal, a plastic
~bcc! crystal with rotational disorder or rotator phase~RP!,
an orientational glass~OG! obtained by quenching the RP
and finally thetrue structural glass obtained by fast coolin
of the liquid. Interestingly, the ‘‘glass transition’’ corre
sponding to the freezing of the RP crystal into the OG st
takes place at the same temperature ('95 K! and the jump in
specific heat is of comparable magnitude to that shown at
ordinary liquid-glass transition.20 Furthermore, it has bee
found23,24 that the orientational glass phase exhibits lo
temperature properties close to those of the structural gla~a
broad maximum inCp /T3 below 10 K and a quasilinea
contribution at the lowest temperatures, aboson peakin the
vibrational spectrum, etc.! On the contrary, the stable cryst
shows the expected Debye behavior at low temperatures
energies.

FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram of ethanol.
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Ethanol thus constitutes a unique benchmark sample
assess the roles of positional and orientational disorder in
low-energy dynamics and hence in the low-temperat
properties of glasses or amorphous solids. Moreover
should help to gain insight into the microscopic nature
those low-energy excitations, since one can rely first on
existence of an underlying crystalline lattice~in the RP or
OG phases! that facilitates the analysis of many physic
properties, and then add the positional disorder to t
orientationally-disordered material by passing to the gla
state.

An additional point of interest for all those disordere
materials where the internal dynamics of the constituent p
ticles cannot be fully decoupled from the collective motion
regards the interplay between ‘‘molecular’’ or fairly loca
ized excitations with others of more extended nature. T
question seems of utmost relevance for a fairly large clas
glassy materials~complex organics, polymers, etc.! whose
low-frequency dynamics have been scrutinized in some
tail in recent times.

In this paper we address these questions from the stud
the low-temperature specific heat between 1.8 and 30 K,
gether with calorimetric characterizations at temperatu
about the transitions~80–130 K! performed using the sam
experimental cell, as well as with the measurement of
spectral distributions@i.e., vibrational densities of state
~VDOS’s!# recently carried out by means of inelast
neutron-scattering experiments at low temperatures. Hav
access to the fully-ordered crystal enables us~a! to define an
absolute frequency scale to which all relevant motions
referred,~b! to attempt a full characterization of the cryst
dynamics by means of the combined use of experiment
lattice dynamics~LD’s! calculations, and~c! to compare at
least in a semiquantitative way the departure of the dynam
from the fully-ordered behavior introduced by the subs
quent loss of orientational and positional regularities. F
thermore, the nature and extent of mode hybridization
tween internal~intramolecular! and external vibrations is
addressed by the investigation of theisotopic effectthat is
enabled by the use of both hydrogenated (CH3CH2OH) and
fully-deuterated (CD3CD2OD) samples.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Calorimetric measurements

In order to achieve the required accuracy, we have bu
low-temperature calorimetric cell different from that em
ployed in previous experiments.23,24 The setup consists in a
quasiadiabatic, vacuum-tight copper sample can, suspe
by nylon threads from the inner flange of a double-cham
insert, with an additional vessel to pump helium, operat
within a double-walled glass cryostat. A precalibrated g
manium thermometer~Cryo Cal, MCR-50! suited for low
temperatures, a standard silicon diode for the whole temp
ture range, and an electrical heater were attached to the
walled copper can. To facilitate the rapid attainment of th
mal equilibrium inside the can~i.e., the ethanol sample!, a
thin copper mesh was fitted inside the sample container
simple mechanical heat switch was used to cool the exp
mental cell. This consisted in a thin gold wire glued to t
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copper can. After filling completely the container with eth
nol ~typically 2 cm3), the can is mechanically sealed.

All the specific-heat measurements, including tho
around 100 K to characterize the phases, were carried
using thesameexperimental cell. The latter was careful
weighted before and after being emptied. The heat capa
of the empty cell was then measured in order to subtract
addenda contribution. At 4.2 K, the addenda contribu
about 10% for the glassy states, and about 25% for the c
tals, to the total measured heat capacity. It is worth ment
ing that different sets of experiments and also slightly diff
ent thermal histories and environments ga
indistinguishable experimental results, therefore suppor
the alluded accuracy of the measurements presented be
Commercially available pure ethanol CH3CH2OH ~Merck,
max. 0.02% H2O) and fully-deuterated ethanol CD3CD2OD
~Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, anhydrous 99% D! were
used, without further purification. The procedure followed
prepare, measure, and characterize the different solid ph
of ethanol can be understood by recourse to Figs. 1 an
After attaining thermal equilibrium for liquid ethanol slightl
above its melting point atTm5159 K, the calorimetric cell
containing the ethanol is cooled faster than220 K/min down
to below 95 K, so that any kind of crystallization is avoide
and the supercooled liquid falls into the glass state.
achieve high quenching rates, the abovementioned the
switch was supplemented by a small amount of helium
change gas that was allowed to enter the inner chambe
enhance thermal contact between the cell and the the
bath. This residual helium gas is later evacuated comple
To achieve this, the chamber was pumped at liquid-nitro
temperatures for more than 24 h. Then, liquid helium w

FIG. 2. Specific heat in the glass-transition temperature reg
for all the ethanol phases studied in this work, measured at hea
rates of about10.2 K/min. Upper panel: normal ethanol. Lowe
panel: fully-deuterated ethanol. OG: orientational glass. RP: rot
phase. SL: supercooled liquid. Dashed lines indicate the irrevers
crystallization processes taking place, which are therefore m
tored in situ during these experimental runs. The phase so prep
will be the next to be measured at low temperatures and su
quently characterized here by the same procedure~see text for fur-
ther details.!
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used to cool down the experimental system, with only
help of the mechanical heat switch.

After performing the specific-heat measurements on
glass from 1.8 to 30 K, the system is heated up to liqu
nitrogen temperatures and the heat capacity is measure
ing the continuous method at heating rates of about10.2
K/min, with the aim of characterizing the phase previous
obtained and measured~see Fig. 2!. A jump25 in the specific
heat is observed due to the release of configurational deg
of freedom typical of the glass-transition phenomenon. T
ing the standard definition of calorimetric glass-transiti
temperatureTg as the temperature where the experimen
curve reaches the midpoint of the specific-heat jump to
liquid-state value well aboveTg , a value ofTg595 K is
obtained both for normal and deuterated ethanol glasse
excellent agreement with previous data.20,26 By further heat-
ing the supercooled liquid, a phase transition into the pla
crystal or RP irreversibly occurs within the 105–110 K tem
perature window. The estimated enthalpy of the obser
transition is also in good agreement with that reported
Haida and co-workers,20 confirming that we had indeed pro
duced 100% of the glass phase. By further cooling this ph
after the transition has been completed, we obtained the
to be measured at low temperature. Repetition of the pr
ous procedure, ended on a similar ‘‘glass transition’’ at 95
with a jump of about 80% of that of the true liquid-glas
transition, again in agreement with previous measureme
on this ‘‘glassy crystal’’ of normal ethanol20 and of fully-
deuterated ethanol.26 As discussed below, this is strictl
speaking a RP→OG freezing transition, rather than an ord
nary glass transition. When further heated, ethanol does
show any trace of a phase transition in the 105–110 K in
val, therefore confirming again that we had obtained 10
of the RP material. When the RP or~bcc! plastic crystal is
further heated up to about 120 K, a transition into the~mono-
clinic! stable crystal phase occurs, which is mediated by
very rapid melting of the RP crystal. This is then an altern
tive, very convenient method to produce the stable crys
instead of slowly cooling the liquid belowTm . Once again,
the phase is cooled down to liquid-helium temperatures,
specific heat of crystalline ethanol is measured, and it is s
sequently heated to about 85 K, where heat-capacity d
~see Fig. 2! do not show any evidence of glassy behavior,
expected. We want to point out that absolute accuracy
‘‘high-temperature’’ specific-heat measurements of Fig. 2
not expected to be so good as in low-temperature ones
which the experimental cell has been designed. Neverthe
the relative precision and temperature resolution suffice
the present purposes.

B. Neutron scattering

Two sets of inelastic neutron-scattering~INS! experi-
ments were carried out: one of them on the IN5 spectrom
at the High Flux Reactor of the Institut Laue-Langevi
Grenoble, France, exploring in detail the low-energy ran
(\v,1 THz!; and the other on the MARI spectrometer
the ISIS pulsed neutron source at the Rutherford Apple
Laboratory, Chilton Didcot, United Kingdom, exploring th
energy range between 0.5 and 15 THz. In both of them,
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samples consisted of CH3CH2OH and CD3CD2OD, and the
same samples were employed for measurements of the
ferent solid phases.

For the high-resolution experiments on the IN5 spectro
eter the samples were enclosed within flat plate alumin
containers that were subsequently mounted into the ce
stick of an standard orange cryostat. The four phases w
prepared at easein situ as checked by inspection of the di
fraction pattern.27 Measurements in the different phases we
taken at relatively low temperatures~5 and 20 K! in order to
establish an unambiguous comparison with data regar
the low-temperature specific heat. A standard closed-c
refrigerator was employed for measurements using
MARI spectrometer. In such set of experiments the hydro
nated samples were held within a thin aluminum pla
whereas a standard annular corona was used for the de
ated samples.

A rough evaluation of the multiple-scattering effects w
carried by means of runs using theDISCUScode28 employing
the spectrum as calculated by lattice dynamics as a scatte
kernel. Multiply scattered neutrons were found to contribu
for the hydrogenous samples, less than six percent. In a
tion, most of the multiply scattered intensity was found to
located at frequencies about the elastic peak. In conseque
no detailed correction for multiple scattering was deem
neccessary.

Both instruments are direct-geometry chopper spectr
eters, with incident energies of'2 THz ~IN5! and 20 THz
~MARI ! chosen to excite the relevant part of the vibration
spectrum at low temperatures.

The derivation of theZ(v) frequency distributions from
the measured neutron intensities involved a number of s
such as~a! an angular average over the spectra obtained
different angles,~b! the subtraction of the contribution from
the empty container,~c! the removal of the residual elast
contamination at low frequencies~below 50 GHz! and ex-
trapolation to zero frequency by av2 law, ~d! the estimation
of a multiphonon excitation following the procedure d
scribed in Ref. 29 and subtraction of this contribution to t
total spectrum. This is required since such effects beco
noticeable even at low temperatures due to the relativ
large frequencies involved. As a final step~e!, the normal-
ization to an absolute scale. To achieve this, the spectra m
sured up to large energy transfers were first normalized to
number of degrees of freedom that were deemed relevan
the basis of the lattice dynamics calculation. A final norm
ization was made by comparison with the measured spec
heat curves, as explained below.

C. Lattice dynamics

Ethanol shows a monoclinicPc stable crystal phase with
cell parametersa55.377 Å, b56.882 Å, c58.255 Å, and
b5102.2° at 87 K with four molecules per unit cell.30 There
are two independent molecular configurations in the unit
not related by symmetry, where half the molecules show
gauchegeometry ~conformation! with a C-C-O-H torsion
~dihedral! angle of263(2)° and theother half shows atrans
conformation with a torsion angle of 179(2)°. Theconfor-
mation about the C-C bond is staggered in both molecu
and none of the O-C-C-H torsion angles deviates more t
if-
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4s from the perfectly staggered conformation. It is know
from microwave experiments that both conformers a
present in the gas phase,31,32althoughab initio calculations33

show that thetrans configuration is that stablest in the ga
phase. The molecular bond lengths and bond angles of
conformations are similar and the most significant differen
occurs in the C-C-O angle, which is 3.1° larger in thegauche
compared to thetrans form. The crystal packing shows hy
drogen bonding O-H̄ O where the molecules are linke
forming infinite chains.

There are different potential functions that have been
veloped to be used in simulations of liquid alcohols. The
proved to be inadequate for modeling the crystal struct
since they gave an energy-minimized crystal configurat
that departed significantly from experiment. In particular
good number of them34 collapses the CH3 group into a single
force center, whereas an adequate representation of a
lecular crystal, both in terms of the structure and the latt
dynamics, requires that the H atoms be considered as f
centers because they are crucial in determining the cry
packing. The potential here used was chosen among th
showing a better performance in predicting crystal structu
and lattice frequencies. The well-known 6-exp atom-at
potential set of Williams35 has been chosen for the interm
lecular interactions involving atoms of C and H whereas
the O interactions the parameters of Ref. 36 have been ta
The O-H̄ O hydrogen-bond interaction deserves spec
consideration. It has been modeled by means of electros
interactions involving the C-O-H groups. Point charges
20.285e, 0.685e, and20.400e have been ascribed37 to C,
O, and H atoms belonging to these groups, respectiv
whereas the 6-exp short-range interactions have been om
in the calculation of the crystal energy for the HJ6O conta
involved in the hydrogen bonds.

We have considered the molecule as semirigid, allow
for certain intramolecular degrees of freedom, those invo
ing skeletal distortions that are liable to produce the low
molecular frequencies to be mixed with the lattice vibratio
In our case, we have allowed for two internal degrees
freedom, namely, the torsion anglef around the C-C bond
and the C-C-O bond angleu. For the former, an energy
contribution of the form

V~f!5 1
2 Kf~11cos 3f!

has been adopted, whereas for the latter, a harmonic pote

V~u!5 1
2 Ku~u2u0!2

has been chosen. Nonbonded 6-exp intramolecular inte
tions have also been considered except for 1–3 interacti
i.e., interactions between atoms bonded to a common t
one. The torsional energy constantKf has been fitted in
order to reproduce the crystal conformation in an ene
minimization process, whereas for theKu constant both the
crystal structure and Raman frequencies of the bend
modes have been used in the adjustment. The resulting
ues for these constants areKf57.62 kJ mol21 and Ku
50.155 kJ mol21, which are close to others found fo
glycerol.38

A crystal energy minimization gave results within the a
ceptable tolerance limits. The lattice parametersa, b, andc
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changed in 4.5, 5.9, and 2.3% respectively, and the ca
lated b angle is 101°. The maximum molecular rotation
displacement was 4.8° and the maximum translational c
ponent was 0.1 Å. The torsion C-C angles of both indep
dent molecules varied by 3.2° and 0.6° and the change
the bending angle C-C-O were 3.0° and 2.7°.

III. RESULTS

A. Calorimetry

The results of the specific-heat measurements betwee
and 30 K are shown in Fig. 3. Both structural a
orientational-glass solids are there shown to exhibit23,24 the
anomalousglassy features: a minimum inCp /T3 at about 2
K, separating a rise at lower temperatures usually ascribe
tunneling states in glasses, and another, more debated
crease at higher temperatures leading to the maximum
Cp /T3. On the contrary, the monoclinic crystals show a ty
cal Debye behavior arising from long-wavelength acous
phonons:Cp}T3 at the lowest temperatures, with a gradu
deviation at higher temperatures arising from the increas
VDOS of the lower transverse-acoustic branches near
Brillouin-zone boundaries, which occurs at about 1.5 THz24

In general, the deuterated phases of ethanol are some
softer than the corresponding hydrogenous counterparts,
hibiting an enhanced specific heat at low temperature, wh
is explainable by the mass difference and with their maxi
in Cp /T3 shifted to lower temperatures.

In Fig. 4, the low-temperature specific heat of stable cr
talline phases of hydrogenated and fully-deuterated eth
are shown, together with the curves calculated from
VDOS derived from neutron scattering, as well as calcu
tions from lattice dynamics. The Debye temperaturesQD are
obtainable from the cubic term of the specific heat. We fi
QD528463 K for CH3CH2OH and QD526862 K for

FIG. 3. Low-temperature specific heat of stable crystal (h),
orientational glass (n), and true glass (s), for normal ethanol
CH3CH2OH ~open symbols! and fully-deuterated ethano
CD3CD2OD ~full symbols!.
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CD3CD2OD. That is, the low-temperature specific heat
deuterated ethanolCDebye

D is 18% larger than that of hydro
genated ethanolCDebye

H , i.e., CDebye
D /CDebye

H 51.18. The mo-
lecular weights of normal and fully-deuterated ethanol
M546.07 g/mol andM552.12 g/mol, respectively. There
fore, it can be found thatCDebye}M3/2 and soQD}M 21/2,
approximately. Since the sound velocities are proportiona
the inverse root of mass density, andQD is in turn propor-
tional to the average sound velocity, the isotopic effect in
crystal phase seems to be accountable by the mass d
ence, provided that the elastic moduli are the same.

As seen in Fig. 4, the position of the maxima and relat
heights inCp /T3, and therefore the isotopic effects, are w
accounted for by the calculations performed using the n
tron VDOS on a~quasi-!harmonic basis. Moreover, the ex
periment is also well accounted for by the calculation e
ploying the frequency distributions computed from the latt
dynamics, provided that a global scale factor of about 1.3
used. This comes as a consequence of some additiona
grees of freedom that have small contributions to the spec
heat, which are not explicitly accounted for in the calcu
tion, as will be commented on below.

Figure 5 shows the results of our measurements for b
hydrogenous and deuterated structural glasses. Specific
curves calculated from the VDOS given by our low
temperature neutron-scattering data are also shown in Fi
The same kind of representation is displayed in Fig. 6 for
orientational glasses. Data shown in both figures are str
ingly similar. Both conventional glasses~frozen-in super-
cooled liquids! and orientational glasses~rotationally frozen
plastic crystals! exhibit typical glassy features in the specifi

FIG. 4. Low-temperature specific heat of the stable monocli
crystals for normal ethanol CH3CH2OH ~open symbols! and fully-
deuterated ethanol CD3CD2OD ~full symbols!. The fittedT3 Debye
contributions at the lowest temperatures are also indicated. S
lines correspond to calculations of the specific heat derived from
neutron-scattering VDOS data. Dotted-dashed lines correspon
LD calculations, multiplied by a scaling 1.35 factor~see text for
details!.
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heat, even showing remarkably close isotopic effects. So
minor differences between the two glassy solids are to
noticed: thetrue structural glasses have an additional 10
excess of specific heat, and their features are shifted to lo
temperatures compared to orientational glasses, which, l
ing positional disorder, have fewer configurational degr
of freedom, as demonstrated by comparing their spec

FIG. 6. Low-temperature specific heat of orientational glas
~OG phases! prepared from normal ethanol CH3CH2OH ~open sym-
bols! and from fully-deuterated ethanol CD3CD2OD ~full symbols!.
Solid lines correspond to calculations of the specific heat deri
from the neutron-scattering VDOS data.

FIG. 5. Low-temperature specific heat of structural glasses
pared from normal ethanol CH3CH2OH ~open symbols! and from
fully-deuterated ethanol CD3CD2OD ~full symbols!. Solid lines cor-
respond to calculations of the specific heat derived from
neutron-scattering VDOS data.
e
e

er
k-
s
cjumps at the glass transitions~see Fig. 2!. As evidenced by
the comparison between calorimetric data and those ca
lated from the frequency distributions, the measured VD
contain all the relevant dynamic information needed to
count for the specific heat above a few kelvins.

As referred to above, the ‘‘glass transition’’ observed
these solids is not an ordinary, canonical glass transition,
rather a RP→OG dynamical transition leading to a freezin
of the molecular rotational motions. The striking qualitati
and quantitative similarities between both transitio
suggest21,22,24,26some important consequences for our und
standing of the glass transition. In fact, the present data s
that most of the configurational degrees of freedom t
show an abrupt change at the canonical glass transition
identifiable with those associated with dynamical freez
into orientational disorder. When positional disorder char
teristic of amorphous solids is further introduced, it is seen
amount to a mere, about 20%, change in the specific-h
jump.

The same qualification, that is, the prominent role of m
lecular orientational correlations in driving the glassy d
namics, applies to the VDOS derived from neutron scat
ing, as will be shown in the following paragraphs.

B. Frequency distributions

The calculated and measured frequency distributions
the monoclinic crystals are shown in Fig. 7. As expected,
agreement between calculation and experiment has to

s

d

FIG. 7. Comparison between the frequency distributions m
sured for the stable crystal phase~symbols! and those calculated by
means of harmonic lattice dynamics~solid! procedures described in
the text. The upper frame depicts data for the hydrogenous sam
whereas the lower frame shows the distributions for ful
deuterated ethanol.
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considered as semiquantitative. The region below 9 THz
the hydrogenous compound~H! and that below 7 THz in the
fully deuterated~D! stand a more favorable comparison th
the full spectra, mainly because the complicated shapes
pearing at frequencies 9–12.5 THz in the hydrogena
sample and 7–11 THz in the deuterated crystal. Th
mostly arise from rotations of the OH group~expected at
about 9.1 and 8.5 THz for bothtransandgaucheconformers
in the hydrogenous gas-phase compound33!, which are not
accounted for by the LD model, as well as from combinat
bands of some of the fundamentals, which are not consid
in a purely harmonic calculation. Between the latter,
strong peaks appearing in the calculation and experim
about 8 THz~H! and 6 THz~D! arise from the internal tor-
sional librations about the C-C bond angle. This can be
serted on the basis of the LD calculation, the intensity ra
of the peaks upon deuteration as well as from the isoto
effect. Their relative frequencies are not too far from tho
derived from quantum-chemical calculations33 that predict
free-molecule values of 7.3 THz~H! and 5.5 THz~D!, re-
spectively. This, together with the complicated shape app
ing within the referred frequency region that shows at le
three extrema, serves to illustrate the nontrivial results of
interaction of this coordinate with the lattice~external!
modes. The multiplet structure at about 13–14 THz~H! and
12–13 THz ~D! corresponds to the higher molecular fr
quency, which involves C-C-O skeletal deformations. Th
compare with the free-molecule values of 12.3 and 12.5 T
for both conformers in the~H! form and 10.7 and 10.9 THz
in the deuterated sample.

Because of the complicated molecular dynamics, even
semirigid model for the molecule is used, the assignmen
extrema of Z(v) to modes with a well-defined character~i.e.,
polarization! becomes an unattainable task. However, the
sults from the LD calculations allow setting some domina
character for most peaks as well as serve to establish di
ent frequency ranges as characteristic of the various kind
atomic motions. With such an aim, Fig. 8 shows the cal
lated 32 dispersion branches along the crystal high
symmetry directions. As easily seen there, the acou
branches are confined to a region below 2 THz, above wh
lies a dense mesh of mildly dispersive modes. A correlat
between some of the features in the Z(v) and the calculated
dispersion curves reveals that~a! the lowest-frequency extre

FIG. 8. Calculated dispersion relations for the three high
symmetry directions of the monoclinic crystal.
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mum corresponding to acoustic modes is seen as a sho
at about 1 THz in Fig. 7 and corresponds to zone-bound
TA phonons in the@010# and @001# directions,~b! the first
well-defined peak that appears at about 1.5 THz in
VDOS no longer can be associated with purely acou
modes since both longitudinal and transverse acoustic
the lower-lying optic branches contribute significantly to th
peak,~c! all peaks above these appearing at 2.1 THz are to
considered as purely optic in character.

On the other hand, the mode eigenvectors of the 29 n
trivial modes arising from the LD calculation also provid
additional information on the atomic dynamics. A table
Q→0 has been generated39 containing the eigenvector com
ponents of each mode in terms of six rigid-body molecu
translations and rotations and the two bond-torsion a
bond-bending internal coordinates explicitly considered
the calculation. Examination of the mode-normalized eig
vector coefficients soon reveals that~a! the normal modes
start to show an important deformational component, as
fined by eigenvector components higher than 0.1 at frequ
cies as low as 1.8 THz~D! that is about three times lowe
than the free-molecule value,~b! most of the modes betwee
such frequency and 6.6 THz carry a substantial torsio
component, and~c! even the bond-bending mode shows n
ticeable hybridization with the lattice modes that leads to
appearance of four modes with frequencies between 11.6
12.6 THz, instead of only two expected on the basis of fr
molecule frequencies for bothtrans andgaucheconformers.

The frequency distributions for the orientational-glass s
ids in both H and D forms are shown in Fig. 9. An interesti
thing to notice is the relatively small effect that the loss
orientational order has on the internal molecular vibratio
which, apart from a very substantial broadening, leaves
two bands centered at frequencies close to those of the s
monoclinic-crystal peaks. This indicates that the main eff
on the internal molecular low-frequency dynamics intr
duced by the loss of orientational order concerns theKf and
Ku force constants that are now distributed over a range
values about those that serve to describe the monoclinic c
tal. In consequence, it is expected that all qualifications d
cussed in the previous section regarding the hybridiza
between lattice and internal motions will also apply to pha
devoid of long-range order.

In stark contrast with this, the region of lower frequenci
becomes markedly different from that of the stable crysta
as attested by the increase in intensity below 1 THz over
v2 law shown by the fully-ordered crystal and the loss of t
shoulders that appeared at about 1.5 THz~H! and 1.2 THz
~D!. As shown by comparisons of the low-temperature s
cific heats given above, these regions of low frequencies
precisely those that contain the dynamical information
sponsible for the specific-heat anomalies.

A comparison of the rotator crystal spectrum, shown
the lower frame of Fig. 9, with those shown above for t
rotationally-frozen phases, serves to illustrate how the w
defined finite-frequency features of the latter are lost beca
of both the emergence of molecular rotations and the hi
temperature, which leads to substantial broadenings of m
peaks, as seen even for the stable crystal.

Finally, the frequency distributions for the fully disor
dered glass are shown in Fig. 10. A comparison between
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distributions of the glass and OG crystals has already b
reported24 and shows a striking similitude, a fact also exe
plified by the specific heat. Therefore, the main purpose
the data shown in the figure referred to is to illustrate
extent up to which the isotopic effect can be followed.
comparison of the low-frequency tails of the distributio
there shown reveals that such a difference can be follo
down to 0.12 THz. This compares with data for the mon
clinic and OG crystals that show that isotopic differences
be traced down to 0.4 and 0.15 THz respectively. The
quency distributions depicted in Fig. 10 show a complica
v dependence which, on empirical grounds and below ab
0.25 THz, is well accounted for by a linear and a quadra
term, the latter having a coefficient 3–4 times larger than
former. Inspection of the graphs referred to also reveals
the deuterated samples have an excess intensity over th
drogenous at frequencies between 0.12 THz and'0.8 THz,
where the distributions cross each other. Such isotopic
fects seem far larger than that seen for the monoclinic c
tals, and therefore cannot be fully ascribed to a sim
molecular-mass effect. To assess the physical relevanc
such differences, their effect on the specific heats calcula
on the harmonic approximation was examined. In doing

FIG. 9. Vibrational densities of states for the orientational-gl
phases. The upper frame shows the VDOS for fully-hydrogena
sample at 5 K and that in the middle frame depicts data for t
fully-deuterated sample. Symbols represent data measured usin
MARI spectrometer and the line at low-frequencies those meas
at IN5. The lower frame displays the spectrum of the rotator-ph
crystal measured at 107 K.
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ratios of 1.3–1.4 times the specific heat of the deuterated
hydrogenous compounds were found. These are far la
than those encountered for the monoclinic crystal, which
of 1.08 and can be accounted for by the difference in m
lecular masses. In fact, the only other spectroscopic quan
showing such a large isotopic effect concerns the molec
low-energy torsional motion that shows an isotopic shift
1.33 in thetrans and 1.40 for thegauchespecies.

IV. DISCUSSION

The data and arguments given in the present work sho
serve to establish a quantitative comparison between the
namic anomalies shown by two glassy forms of the sa
molecular compound. In particular, evidence here is p
vided showing that the periodicity that once lost, drives t
dynamics of the solid into the ‘‘glassy’’ realm, mostly con
cerns the relative molecular orientations. A glance to
molecular structure of the monoclinic crystal shows the m
lecular units arranged in parallel, zig-zag chains withtrans
and gaucheconformers as alternate links. Such long-ran
orientational ordering corresponds to a crystal some 1
times more dense than the glass or the OG solids tha
strongly stabilized by orientational interactions of electr
dipole origin. In fact, full orientational order is achieved as
consequence of attractive electrostatic interactions betw
dipoles of 1.7310218 esu cm and about 1.8310218 esu cm
located in thetrans and gaucheconformers. Such interac
tions can, under annealing conditions, overcome the entro

s
d

the
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FIG. 10. Vibrational densities of states for the structural glass
The upper frame shows data at 5 K on IN5 and the lower fra
those measured at 20 K. In both frames the circles represent da
the deuterated compound and vertical bars depict the fully hyd
enous sample.
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driven processes that marginally stabilize the supercoo
liquid, and lead to the nucleation of crystallites with mon
clinic structure.

A number of calculations carried out for several config
rations of an ethanoltrans-gauchedimer33 have unveiled a
rather complex potential-energy surface showing at least
minima in addition to that of the monoclinic crystal. A con
figuration resembling the latter was found to be about 4 T
above the minimum. The other two, which differ in ener
by 0.4 THz, may be accommodated within a bcc lattice s
as that shown by the OG. The multiple-minima surface h
pens as a consequence of competing electrostatic and va
Waals interactions, the former forcing the electric dipoles
align whereas the latter shows a prominent dependenc
the molecular shapes. Within the condensed phases the
can be identified with that forcing the optimization of th
excluded volume~i.e., thegaucheform shows a significantly
smaller molecular volume than thetrans!. The most glaring
evidence of such an interplay of forces is given by the d
ferent ratios ofgauche/transparticles appearing in the dif
ferent phases22 that departs from the unit ratio characteris
of the monoclinic crystal.

The internal low-frequency torsional motion thus see
to play a role as a source offrustration that increases the
glass-forming ability of the material. In fact, a chemica
close material such as methanol (CH3OH), devoid of such
internal flexibility, cannot be easily glassified from the s
percooled liquid state unless small amounts of water
present.40 In analogy with the present case, the water imp
rity that has an electric dipole moment of 1.84310218 esu
cm, not too different from the 1.70310218 esu cm of metha-
nol, also shows a substantially different molecular volum

The low-energy excitations typical of glasses are ascri
to the excess over the Debye background, which can be
sonably related to the minimum value, since the exact va
is not known. The difference between the maximum and
minimum in Cp /T3 seems therefore a sensible measure
the amount of theanomalousexcess contribution to theCp
characteristic of glasses. As seen in Figs. 5 and 6, there
only minor differences between glasses with or without p
sitional disorder: thetrue structural glasses have about 10
larger excess of specific heat, and their features are shifte
lower temperatures compared to orientational glasses
lack positional disorder and therefore possess a few less
figurational degrees of freedom, as demonstrated by com
ing their specific-heat jumps at the glass transitions~see Fig.
2!.

As regards the remarkable isotopic effects shown in
VDOS of the glassy solids, it seems worth noticing that su
findings are also borne out by the calorimetric measu
ments. Interestingly, the specific-heat values at theminimum
in Cp /T3 give isotopic ratios close to those found for th
stable crystal with 1.15 for glass and 1.18 for the OG. Sin
the specific heat at this point is basically the Debye con
bution ~plus the smallest possible excess contribution!, it in-
dicates thatCDebye}M3/2 also applies for all theglassystates.
This contrasts with what is found for the bump inCp /T3,
especially after subtraction of the Debye contributions. T
relative heights of these are about as large as 1.6 for g
and 1.7 for the OG, whereas a ratio of only 1.08 is fou
from the maxima for the stable crystals, accountable in te
d
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of concomitant changes in the molecular moments of iner
Finally, Fig. 11 shows a graph of (Cp /T3)/Pc versus

T/Tmax, wherePc is the height of the maximum inCp /T3

and Tmax its position. The scaling follows that of Liu an
von Löhneysen41 employed for several glasses and sho
that data for the disordered solids superimpose in the wh
temperature region. In contrast, the curves for the orde
crystals show a far narrower shape, in agreement with sim
findings in other materials.42 This fact again evidences th
different nature of the low-energy vibrational spectra
glasses and ordered crystals. Very interestingly, the beha
of deuterated glasses~either structural or orientational! devi-
ate from that of the hydrogenous ones at low temperature
quite the same way as the deuterated monoclinic crystal d
from the hydrogenous one.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results given in this work provide aquantitativecon-
firmation of the fact thatglassy behavioris not an exclusive
property of amorphous solids, which simply lack trans
tional disorder, but rather of materials usually referred to
soft matter. Also, the limited amount of low-temperatur
data available serves to provide an answer to the questio
whether the low-temperature anomaly@linear contribution to
Cp(T)] was an intrinsic property of the amorphous sta
Such a question, posed more than a decade ago~see Pohl in
Ref. 3, p. 36!, does not seem to have yet been answe
quantitatively. As proven by both calorimetric and spect
scopic means, an orientationally-disordered crystal sho
‘‘glassy’’ features to an extent remarkably close to th
shown by the amorphous solid, at both low and intermed
temperatures.

FIG. 11. Scaling of the specific-heat curves to their maxim
following Liu and von Löhneysen~Ref. 41!, as (Cp /T3)/Pc vs
T/Tmax. The symbols are the same used in previous figures: st
crystal (h), orientational glass (n), and true glass (s), for nor-
mal ethanol CH3CH2OH ~open symbols! and fully-deuterated etha
nol CD3CD2OD ~full symbols!.
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A common characteristic of materials showing a we
defined calorimetric glass transition~i.e., that excludes mos
metallic glasses!, is the presence of configurational degre
of freedom that freeze-in at the glass-transition tempera
additional to those corresponding to rigid-body motions
their constituent particles. In this respect, a further iden
cation of such degrees of freedom with those that at
temperatures are describable as thesoft modesresponsible of
the universalanomalousthermal and vibrational behavior o
glasses, seems justified here. By implication, it should t
be expected that some special amorphous solids such as
a-Si, with very littleflexibility, may not exhibit a pronounce
glassy behavior, whereas the converse applies to many o
orientational glass crystals.

The results described in this work should then be of r
evance for a wide class of glass-forming materials irresp
tive of having well-defined molecular entities as their co
stituent particles. Such an assertion is supported by re
work on some other glasses of covalent origin such as v
lin
it
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ous silica.43 There, the presence of low-frequency motio
involving the concerted motions of relatively large groups
atoms, termed ‘‘rigid unit modes,’’ seems to be the source
the dynamical anomalies observed in some disordered fo
of silica, such as the presence of aboson peakin a disordered
crystal state (a cristobalite!, as well as a large excess i
specific heat at intermediate temperatures.44 The data pre-
sented here go a step further in quantifying the effects
disorder on glassy dynamics since, contrary to the case oa
cristobalite, a low-temperature anomaly is prominent in
disordered crystal states. In addition, both the disorde
crystal, glass, and fully-ordered solids are studied under
very same thermodynamic conditions.
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